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the charm of overshoes. A slightly older churchyard round
an older church would hardly add to the amusements.
Besides, had that teen present, there could not have been
three movies—separate and distinct, and with a change of
programme twice a week. Neither would a soft-spoken
darkey in a shoe-cleaning parlour have put, with perfect
hospitality, a fresh record on his gramophone before attack-
ing shoes alluvial with the rich mud of Iowa and, to this gay
accompaniment, polished me back into society.
For me, the Middle West struck rather a note of deter-
mined gaiety-—of such jollity, perhaps, as rasps the more
delicate sensibilities of Mr. Sinclair Lewis, when his exhilar-
ated characters bellow " Well, well, well, well . . ." and
follow that benediction with a joke that is a little like a blow
in the ribs. But what would you have ? Plain-dwellers
must keep cheerful somehow. The inhabitants of undula-
ting countries can afford to let their spirits rise and fall,
for the ground rises with them; a sunset behind a hill
may raise them, or a wide prospect from a hill-top will
restore their emotional tone. But on the level man is left
to his own spiritual resources, and he must keep cheerful
without such geographical aid. That, perhaps, is why
Iowa, with its fifty thousand square miles of cultivated land,
jars sometimes upoij persons who, less certain of their
cultivation, require to be assured that they are on the rive
gauche before they venture on a smile.
At any rate, it failed to jar on me; and I recall with a
quite unsophisticated glow the acre-wide dancing-floor of a
State University, that was one glorious, slowly rotating jam
of young engineers, duly equipped with young engineeresses
and played into a semblance of dancing by the unwearied
thump and blare of a student orchestra. Whether they
learned much engineering, I could not enquire; although
there was a good deal of highly technical speculation, with
a wealth of " breaking-strains " and " angles of impact/1
on the security (or otherwise) of the musicians' gallery, in
use for the first time that evening. But at least they

